
List of Documents 
 

Selection Commission makes recommendations on issuing the invitation for study to a foreigner 

basing on the following copies of the documents (paper or electronic) submitted to the IFNMU: 

1) a copy of the International Passport of a foreigner (translated into Ukrainian); 

2) a copy of the document on the acquired educational level with the grades (marks / points) 

gained in the educational courses or an academic certificate; 

3) written consent to personal data collection and processing. 

The documents under the positions 1 and 2 must be translated into the Ukrainian language. 

 

To enter the IFNMU a foreigner shall personally fill in application of the due form and submit the 

following paper documents: 

1) invitation for study of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (the original and 

two copies); 

2) document (original and two copies) on the previously acquired educational (education-

and-qualification) level, which is the basis for the admission; 

3) appendix to the document (original and two copies) on the previously acquired 

educational (education-and-qualification) level, which is the basis for the admission (if 

available); 

4) academic transcript issued by a foreign / Ukrainian institution (in case of transfer or 

renewal for education, starting from the second year); 

5) original and a copy of the document containing information about the curriculum of the 

previous degree (level) of higher education, credits gained in educational courses, general 

performance and duration of study – while entering postgraduate department; if the lack 

of this information makes it impossible to recognize the qualification of the document. 

6) two copies of the valid International Passport or identity document which certifies the 

statelessness of the person (original is presented); 

7) health and liability insurance of foreign citizens, unless otherwise provided by 

international agreements of Ukraine (the original and a copy of the information page); 

8) 10 photos in size 30х40 mm; 

Documents 2)-6) must be translated into Ukrainian with the notarization of translation. 

Documents 2)-5) must be certified in the country for their issuance in a way that is officially 

applicable in this country to such a certification, and legalized by a respective foreign institution 

of Ukraine, unless otherwise provided by international agreements of Ukraine. 

Application and specified documents (except for the original passport document, or stateless 

identity document which are only presented) are stored in the personal file of the entrant / student. 

 


